Elsworth Pre-School Newsletter w/c 14/03/2022
Last week...
We learned about different
animals that go into
hibernation in the winter and
then come out in the
springtime. We used our
technology devices to look at
some videos of the animals in
their natural habitat and where
they sleep.
We made some bird feeders
and put these out on the fence
in the garden for the birds to
snack on.
We have been watering our
cress each day and it’s been
amazing to see the changes
happening, the children are
really enjoying the activity.
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Next week...
Our topic of the week will be
‘All about me’. We would love
for the children to bring in a
baby picture of themselves, we
will compare differences
between then and now.
We will also be drawing self
portraits on bunting and will be
hanging this within Pre-School
for all the children to see.

Alongside our topic we will also
be looking at St. Patricks day!
We have some great activities
planned… and maybe even a
leprechaun will visit?

A typed message
from a little
helper this week..

J (his name) 3
mummy 33 daddy
31
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Sound of the week
We incorporate sound
of the week within
‘show and tell’ so
please could your child
bring in one thing
beginning with ‘D’ to
share with us all. This
is where we will
concentrate on
correct speech
formation and initial
sound recognition
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Important things to bring
to Pre-School
There is a big emphasis in
the revised EYFS for oral
health and healthy eating, it
would be great if you could
check your child's lunch to
ensure it is a well-balanced
meal and as healthy as
possible. We go outside in all
weather, so please be
prepared with suitable
clothing. Could your child
have some spares in their
bag just in case we get wet
and muddy outside too?

Number of the week

Our number of the week will be 6.
We will be looking at number
recognition and representing 6
using both objects and markmaking.

